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Themonitoring of ground deformation is important for the prevention and control of geological disaster including land subsidence,
ground fissure, surface collapse, and landslides. In this study, a distributed optical fiber sensing technique based on Brillouin
Optical Time-Domain Analysis (BOTDA) was used to monitor the ground deformation. The principle behind the BOTDA is first
introduced, and then laboratory calibration test and physical model test were carried out. Finally, BOTDA-based monitoring of
ground fissure was carried out in a test site. Experimental results show that the distributed optical fiber can measure the soil strain
during ground deformation process, and the strain curve responded to the soil compression and tension region clearly. During field
test in Wuxi City, China, the ground fissures deformation area was monitored accurately and the trend of deformation can also be
achieved to forecast and warn against the ground fissure hazards.

1. Introduction

Ground deformation including land subsidence, ground fis-
sure, and surface collapse is a serious geological disaster. The
monitoring of ground deformation is therefore important for
its prevention and control. This is also an effective way of
reducing the risk due to ground deformation by developing
early warning systems.The conventional technologies such as
tiltmeters, inclinometers, and multipoint extensometers have
been in practice for decades. The high cost and other prob-
lems associated with transmitting signals electrically make
an automated system rather impractical for long term and
massive deployment. Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) as a sensing
medium also has been used to develop the groundmovement
monitoring device [1, 2]. The material and method of signal
transmission of FBG are favorable for field geotechnical
applications. But, due to their discrete point monitoring, it
is very difficult to provide a continuous ground deformation
in the complex geological environment. The vertical control
network based on Global Positioning System (GPS) also was

used to monitor ground deformation for decades [3–5]. This
system can collect data automatically to provide large area of
ground deformation, but, also, its results are easily affected
by the buildings and crops on surface. Therefore, a new
method with its advantages of direct embedding, distributed
monitoring, automatic data collection, good durability, and
high precision is needed to monitor the ground deforma-
tion.

The distributed optical fiber sensing technologies based
on Brillouin Optical Time-Domain Analysis (BOTDA),
Brillouin Optical Time-Domain Reflectometry (BOTDR),
and BrillouinOptical Frequency-DomainAnalysis (BOFDA)
have been developed and used in geotechnical monitoring.
The distributed optical fiber sensor based on BOTDA is
installed into concrete to monitor actual strain in structures
to provide an early warning of possible distress during the
whole life of structures [6–9]. The distributed optical fiber
sensing technique also was used to evaluate the mechani-
cal behavior of pile during driving process [10, 11]. These
researches show that the distributed optical fiber sensing
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technique possesses the advantages of distributed monitor-
ing, direct embedding, automatic data collection, good dura-
bility, and high precision to meet the requirement of ground
deformation monitoring. Furthermore, the soil-embedded
optical fiber has been used to monitor the deformation of
slope and various special optical fibers can be developed
to meet the requirement including larger deformation and
coordination deformation [12–14]. Therefore, the distributed
optical fiber sensing technique will provide a new effective
method to monitor the ground deformation.

In this study, the distributed optical fiber sensing tech-
nique based on Brillouin Optical Time-Domain Analysis
(BOTDA) was considered to monitor the ground defor-
mation. The principle behind the BOTDA is introduced,
and laboratory calibration test and physical model test were
carried out. Finally, BOTDA-based monitoring of ground
fissure was done in a field site in Wuxi City, China.

2. Principle of BOTDA

BOTDA is proposed for the measurement of light frequency
distribution generated by Brillouin scattering effect, which is
stimulated as the frequency difference between continuous
wave light and pump pulse light propagating in optical fiber
sensors which matches the local Brillouin frequency of fiber
core. The basic principle of BOTDA is shown in Figure 1.
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) in optical fibers is
coupled with the light among two counterpropagating light
waves through an acoustooptical process. SBS is manifested
by inducing counterpropagating frequency-shifted narrow-
band amplification and attenuation processes at frequencies,
respectively. This Brillouin frequency shift (BFS) experiences
a linear dependence on strain and temperature. This depen-
dence of the BFS makes SBS suitable for distributed sensing,
thus enabling a sensing system that can provide a longitudinal
profile of these physical quantities. A distributed profile of the
BFS evolution along the fiber is obtained, and consequently
any local temperature or strain variation can be detected in
the fiber.

BOTDA NBX-6050A developed by Japanese Neubrex
Companywas used in this study (see Figure 2). It is capable of
measuring the strain value at any points distributed along the
optical fiber from two ends of the sensing fiber continuously
and simultaneously. The measured strain range is ±3%, the
measurement accuracy is up to ±7.5 𝜇𝜀, and the maximum
distance reaches 1 km. The spatial resolution set for strain
measurements in the lab and in the field are 0.05m and 0.1m,
respectively.

3. Laboratory Calibration Test

In order to understand themonitoring effect of special optical
fiber sensor under the different tension stress, a laboratory
calibration test was carried out and the performance and
analytical error of this distributed sensing technology were
studied.

3.1. Experimental Program. In this experiment, the tensile
stand was selected. This tensile stand has the functions of

adjustable constraint distance, high-precision measurement
and controlled tension force (Figure 3). Firstly, the ends of
optical fiber were fixed in the tensile testing apparatus with
a spacing of 5m (see Figure 4). After checking the tensile
testing apparatus, the initial data was measured as the refer-
ence value and the micrometer used in testing the tension
amount was reset.

The strain was applied progressively during the testing
process and the amount of tension was obtained by the
micrometer. When the micrometer readings in two consec-
utive 15 minutes were less than the amount of deformation
0.01mm, the strain was determined to be the present level
stretching end. The data acquisition of optical fiber strain
value was recorded by BOTDA, and the actual strain shown
in micrometer was obtained to be the reference data.

3.2. Test Results. The strain during the testing of optical fiber
with the BOTDA can be obtained by

Δ𝐿 = ∫
𝑍
2

𝑍
1

𝜀 (𝑧) 𝑑𝑧. (1)

In formula (1),Δ𝐿 is a length of optical fiber in the amount
of compression or tension between 𝑍

1
and 𝑍

2
and 𝜀(𝑧) is the

value of each sampling strain interval between points 𝑍
1
to

𝑍
2
, based on different monitoring requirements. There are

the following sampling intervals: 1m, 0.5m, 0.2m, 0.1m, and
0.05m.Column is set at sampling interval of 0.1m and, hence,
the sensing fiber of 1m has 10 sampling points.

Optical fiber strain curves based on BOTDA under
different pulling conditions were shown in Figure 5. It can
be clearly seen that while the optical fiber in a designated
area with two fixed points was pulled, the equally distributed
strain of optical fiber was mainly concentrated between the
areas of two fixed points; other areas of optical fiber did not
get influenced. It can be indicated that the optical fiber sens-
ing technique based on BOTDA can effectively reflect the
mechanical deformation area.

The micrometer measured displacement values and the
displacement values calculated by the optical fiber based on
BOTDA are shown in Table 1. As observed, the error between
the actual measurement with micrometer and the one cal-
culated with optical fiber is very small. The average error
is 0.6mm and the maximum error is 0.98mm. The greatest
error is mainly due to a smaller level of tension while the
tension acting on the fixed point has not been fully trans-
ferred to the core. It will be avoided by improving the fixed
point to reduce the slippage errors. The displacement curves
for the data measured with micrometer and BOTDA-based
optical fiber are shown in Figure 6. As observed, the absolute
error between the displacements measured with micrometer
and optical fiber decreased with the increasing tension level.
The absolute error value is only 0.01mm with the tension
being 60mm. The relative error measured with micrometer
and BOTDA-based optical fiber is shown in Figure 7. It
can be found that the relative error reduced strongly with
the increasing tension level. The displacement measured
with BOTDA-based optical fiber is very close to the actual
displacement value with higher deformation. These results
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Figure 1: The basic principle of BOTDA.

Figure 2: The NBX-6050A optical fiber strain demodulator.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of tensile stand.

indicated that the distributed optical fiber sensing technique
based on BOTDA will meet the requirements of monitoring
of ground deformations like ground fissure, land subsidence
and slope deformation, and so on.

4. Physical Model Test

A physical model test on simulating ground deformation was
carried out. The trench for this simulation has the size of
340 cm length, 75 cm width, and 80 cm depth. Three inflated
airbags were buried in the trench to adjust the pressure.
Fiber optical sensor and a ruler to measure the subsidence
are also buried with the airbag. By reducing the pressure in
the balloon at certain speed, the heterogeneous subsidence
could be generated in the trench. The BOTDA fiber optical
sensormeasured the strain change during the pressure reduc-
tion process in the airbag. The schematic diagram of this
experiment is shown in Figure 8.

4.1. Materials. Two optical fibers are used to monitor the
strain variations. The first is the polyurethane optical fiber
with diameter of 2mm. The second one is the modified
version of the first with a 25mm long quartz tube glued on
the fiber at every 20 cm (see Figure 9).

The airbag used in the simulation is made of rubber and
has a diameter of 25 cm and a length of 32 cm.There is a valve
to control the pressure and pressure change rate to simulate
the ground deformation. A ruler with a protective aluminum
tube is used to measure the ground subsidence.The soil has a
composition of sand, clay, and water with a ratio of 9 : 1 : 1.

4.2. Simulation Procedures

(1) Trenching. First, dig a 400 cm long, 75 cm wide, and
50 cm deep trench, and, then, in the middle, dig a
240 cm long, 30 cm deep ditch (see Figure 8).

(2) Flatten the bottom of the ditch using fine sand of
thickness about 5 cm.

(3) Install three balloons as shown in Figure 8. The long-
itudinal central positions of the balloons are 1.38m,
1.7m, and 2.02m, respectively.

(4) Install the rulers for subsidence measurement. The
equipment of subsidence measurement is shown in
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Figure 4: Testing apparatus of tensile test.
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Figure 5: Optical fiber strain curves based on BOTDA under different pulling conditions.

Figure 10.The settlers are installed on the top of airbag
with epoxy resin paste (see Figure 11) and marked
with 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to the three airbags in
Figure 8.

(5) Bury the airbag and install the fiber optical sensor at
about 15 cm above the airbag. The distance between

the two fibers is 5 cm. The temperature compensa-
tion fiber is placed at the western side. The fiber
is stretched with a predetermined force and then
another 5 cm of soil is added, before subsidence ruler
marked 4, 5, and 6 are installed. The soil is added to
the top at the end.
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Table 1: The displacement values measured with micrometer and BOTDA.

Displacement (mm) Optical fiber strain
(𝜇𝜀)

Displacement with
micrometer (mm)

Displacement with
BOTDA (mm) Absolute error (mm) Relative error (%)

4 708 4 3.54 0.46 11.5
8 1425 8 7.13 0.87 10.875
12 2210 12 11.05 0.95 7.917
16 3003 16 15.02 0.98 6.125
20 3838 20 19.19 0.81 4.05
24 4643 24 23.22 0.78 3.25
28 5481 28 27.41 0.59 2.107
32 6264 32 31.32 0.68 2.125
36 7045 36 35.23 0.77 2.139
40 7854 40 39.27 0.73 1.825
44 8673 44 43.37 0.63 1.432
48 9523 48 47.62 0.38 0.792
52 10343 52 51.72 0.28 0.538
56 11176 56 55.88 0.12 0.214
60 11997 60 59.99 0.01 0.017
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Figure 6:Thedisplacement curves of strainmeasuredwithmicrom-
eter and optical fiber based on BOTDA.

(6) Wewill wait for 24 hours for the system to settle before
the measurements.

4.3. Measurements. The baseline values are first collected.
Heating is used to calibrate the optical fiber. Fiber strain
showed a clear peak at the high temperature. We performed
the measurements at the following nine situations.

Situation 1 (S1). Airbag 2 is flattened to normal pressure; 30
minutes waiting time is used before data collection.

Situation 2 (S2). Airbag 1 is flattened to normal pressure; 30
minutes waiting time is used before data collection.
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Figure 7:The relative error of strainmeasuredwithmicrometer and
optical fiber based on BOTDA.

Situation 3 (S3). Airbag 3 is flattened to normal pressure; 30
minutes waiting time is used before data collection.

Situation 4 (S4). Airbags 1–3 are flattened by opening the
valve completely; 60 minutes waiting time is used before data
collection.

Situations 5 and 6 (S5 and S6). Empty the air in airbag 2
using a pump, and collect the data after 30 and 60 minutes,
respectively.

Situations 7, 8, and 9 (S7, S8, and S9). Empty the air in airbags
1 and 3, and collect the data after 30, 60, and 120 minutes
respectively.
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4.4. Results and Analysis. The subsidence is shown in Table 2.
After baseline removal and temperature compensation, the
fiber strain data is obtained. From Table 2 it can be observed
that the subsidence increases as the airbag deflates. However,
any significant change of subsidence at locations 4, 5, and 6
could not be observed. This is because of the fact that the
soil sustained itself as the airbag got deflated. Some voids are
created in the soil as the airbag deflates.

Aluminum tube

Perspex sheet

Steel rod Φ = 6mm

Figure 10: Subsidence measurement equipment.

In Situation 1, airbag 2 was deflated to normal pressure
without pumping and the subsidence on top of airbag 2 is
30.34mm. There is no significant subsidence in all other
locations.The strain distribution in this situation is shown in
Figure 12.We can see the saddle shape of the strain centered at
about 1.7m. In a region of about 40 cm, the strain is compres-
sive, and, immediately outside this region, the strain is tensile.
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Table 2: The subsidence data measured with settlers.

Situations Subsidence (mm)
Number 1 Number 2 Number 3 Number 4 Number 5 Number 6

1 0 −30.34 0 0 0 0
2 −35.13 −32.02 0 0 0 0
3 −36.8 −32.06 −46.14 0 −0.05 0
4 −36.89 −32.09 −46.21 0 −0.06 0
5 −36.93 −108.19 −46.25 0 −0.06 0
6 −37.34 −109.08 −46.41 0 −0.09 0
7 −107.85 −110.8 −119.64 0 −0.1 0
8 −107.88 −110.84 −119.65 0 −0.1 0
9 −107.84 −110.79 −119.69 0 −0.13 0

Figure 11: The settler on airbag.
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Figure 12: Strain distributionmeasured by two sensing optical fibers
in Situation 1.

The compressive region is right at the top of airbag 2. The
strain measured by the optical fiber is in agreement with the
pressure change in this system. Because in this situation there
is no significant subsidence at location 5 in the optical fiber
layer, tensile strain outside the airbag region is reasonable.
This tensile strain might cause fissure at the soil surface.

For Situations 1, 2, and 3, the strain distributions are
shown in Figure 13. As airbags 1 and 3 deflate, the region
with significant strain becomes larger, and the tensile strain
outside increases. The amounts of subsidence at the three
airbags are −36.8mm, −32.06, and −46.14mm, respectively.
Still there is no significant subsidence at the optical fiber layer.
The deflation of airbags 1 and 3merely increased the region of
void. From Figure 13, it can be observed that the major strain
occurs at the region 1.25–2.25m, where the three airbags are
placed.The comparison between strainsmeasured by the two
different fibers indicates that the fiber without glass measures
a more uniform strain (see Figure 13(b)). Because the fiber
with glass makes a better coupling with the soil, it measures a
more varied strain along the fiber.

The overall strain for Situations 1–9measured by the fiber
with glass is shown in Figure 14. As the airbags deflate, the
tensile strain continues to increase. The amounts of subsi-
dence at the three airbag tops are −107.84mm, −110.79mm,
and −119.69mm, respectively. Still there is no significant
subsidence at the optical fiber layer. The major strain occurs
at the region right at the top of the three airbags.

From formula (1), the compressional displacement at
the region 1.15–1.45m could be calculated as 0.15mm. The
tensional displacement at the region 1.45–1.65m is 0.1mm.
The compressional displacement at the region 1.65–1.8m
is 0.1mm, and the tensional displacement at the region
1.95–2.55m is 0.6mm. The maximum tension happens at
points 1.5m and 2.2m. The depth of the fiber is 45 cm
and the maximum displacement measured is 0.6mm. This
displacement is not enough to cause ground fissure.

5. Field Test

5.1. Testing Program. A test site in Wuxi, China, was selected
where ground fissure development due to subsidence is very
common. The site layout is shown in Figure 15, where, in
areas A and B, the ground fissure development in the SW-
NE direction could be observed. Theoretically, the optimum
monitoring direction should be perpendicular to the ground
fissure direction. In this experiment, we installed the optical
fiber in the 45-degree direction due to logistical constraint.
Theoverall length of themonitored area frompointA to point
B is 72m.
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Figure 13: Strain distribution measured by two sensing optical fibers in Situations 1, 2, and 3. (a) Fiber with glass tube. (b) Fiber without glass
tube.
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Figure 14: Strain distribution curve of changed diameter sensing
optical fiber in Situations 1–9.

Because the earth is a porous medium, the ordinary
optical fiber used in the communication industry can break
easily in the burial process. Thus, we used a special optical
fiber with high strength and optimumcouplingwith the earth
deformation (see Figure 16). The maximum strain that can
be measured is 15,000 𝜇𝜀. The optical fiber will break with
deformation larger than 20,000𝜇𝜀. Due to the fact that the
deformation in the proximity of the ground fissure can be
quite large, we installed the optical fiber as shown in Figure 17,
where the optical fiber is fixed piecewise. This prevents
the optical fiber from being broken or falling outside the
measurement range. From the geological information, we
have chosen the optical fiber piece of 200 cm long. This
ensures the measurement range of 30mm deformation.

The procedure for the optical fiber installation is shown in
Figure 17. The first step is trenching as shown in Figure 17(a).

N

Point A

Point B

Ground fissure

Monitoring area

A B

Guangming West Road

Guangming West Road

N 31∘42�㰀20.82�㰀�㰀
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E 120∘26�㰀53.84�㰀�㰀

Figure 15: Field test site in Wuxi, China.

The trench is straight with the depth and width of 75 cm
and 40 cm, respectively. The second step is to spread about
10 cm thick fine sand at the bottom of the trench as shown in
Figure 17(b). The third step is to anchor the optical fiber ends
as shown in Figure 17(c). The anchor is pushed into the earth
for 50 cm to ensure that it will follow the ground deformation.
The monitoring optical fiber is protected by a tube from the
surrounding earth pressure. The optical fiber end is glued
to the anchor in step four (Figure 17(d)). The glue length is
larger than 15 cm and the optical fiber is stretched to have an
initial strain of 900𝜇𝜀–1200 𝜇𝜀. The monitoring optical fiber
is buried by fine sand layer by layer (Figure 17(e)) and, finally,
the fiber end is left on the ground and protected. To compen-
sate the effect of seasonal temperature change, a free optical
fiber in a tube is installed to bear the same temperature as the
monitoring fiber.The Brillouin shift caused by temperature is
removed from the measurement data.
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Figure 17: The procedure for the optical fiber installation.

5.2. Results and Analysis. Within a period from 20th June
2010 to 20th December 2015, measurements have been car-
ried out nine times. The measurement dates are shown in
Table 3.

After the temperature compensation and removal of the
initial strain, the data are plotted in Figure 18. In the five-and-
half-year monitoring period, the strain shows two anomalies

at distances 23m and 55m from point A. In Figure 19, we
have marked these two locations as deformation areas C
and D, respectively. The strains in areas C and D are both
extensional. From points A22m to A24m, the accumulated
deformation is 0.7mm, while, from points A54m to A56m,
the accumulated deformation is 0.5mm. The separation
between areas C and D is 32m by length. The entire optical
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Table 3: Measurement times.

Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Dates 2010/06/20 2010/09/20 2011/01/14 2011/05/20 2011/07/23 2012/12/26 2013/12/16 2014/12/22 2015/12/20
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Figure 18: Strain variation of optical fiber in monitoring period.
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Figure 19: Location of C and D points in monitoring area.

cable is in the extensional state with strain varying from 7 𝜇𝜀
to 156𝜇𝜀. During the whole time period, the entire optical
cable is stretched by 11.3mm.This is due to the ground subsid-
ence. On the ground, areas C and D mark the two edges of
a developing ground fissure with 32m width. The ground
subsidence is not uniform.The east end (area C) shows larger
strain. The strain variation with measurement time for C
and D points is shown in Figure 20. As seen, the strain
at both points C and D increased during the monitoring
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Figure 20: Strain variation with measurement time for C and D
points.

period and the rate of increment becomes slower after about
the end of year 2012. These monitoring results of ground
deformation are in good agreement with the actual real-field
situations. Limiting exploitation of groundwater and artificial
groundwater recharge are being carried out to control the
ground deformation from the end of 2012.

6. Conclusions

The technique for monitoring ground deformation was
demonstrated using the BOTDA-based distributed optical
fiber sensors. The following conclusions have been drawn
based on the obtained results:

(1) BOTDA-based ground deformation monitoring is a
very feasible technique, and the sensing optical fiber
implantation method is quite effective.

(2) The laboratory calibration test indicated that the
optical fiber sensors can monitor the stretching strain
range accurately. The tensile displacement values
measured by optical fiber sensor and micrometer
gauge were almost in agreement and the testing error
got reduced stronger with the bigger pulling stress.

(3) The physical model test showed that the distributed
optical fiber sensors can measure the strain in soil
during the ground deformation process, and the
strain curve responded to the soil compression and
tension regions clearly.

(4) Based on the deformation characteristics of ground
fissure, the optimum monitoring direction should be
perpendicular or skewed to ground fissure direction.
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The optical fibers with pieces of 200 cm long and
30mm deformation range are used in the field test.
The strain data showed anomalies at two locations of
the developing ground fissure accurately. The strain
data in the five-and-half-year monitoring period
almost conform to the real-field development ten-
dency of ground fissure.
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